
At Oak Hill’s New England Assistive Technology (NEAT Center), we provide access to the latest technologies, 
products, equipment and services that assist people with day-to-day activities that they have trouble doing 
themselves, either because of a disability or the effects of aging. 

We sat down with Nicole Feeney, Director of Assistive Technology Services at NEAT, to explore the program and 
how it could be beneficial to you and your family…

Oak Hill: What is Assistive Technology? 
Nicole: Assistive technology (AT) is any 
device, software, tool or equipment that helps 
people work around areas of difficulty and 
use their individual strengths to be successful 
in their goals. Some examples of assistive 
technology are dictation, text-to-speech and 
word prediction. Assistive technology also 
includes low-tech tools such as pencil grips and 
weighted utensils. These tools can be used for 
a wide-range of disabilities from dyslexia and 
autism to arthritis and multiple sclerosis (MS).

Oak Hill: What is an Assistive Technology 
(AT) Evaluation? 
Nicole: An AT evaluation is a formal, multi-step 
process that is led by a NEAT AT specialist and results in a set of comprehensive technology 
recommendations and/or strategies that are thought to meet the needs of an individual  
with disabilities.

Oak Hill: What is an Augmentative Alternative Communication (AAC) Evaluation? 
Nicole: An AAC evaluation is a formal, multi-step process that is led by a NEAT AAC specialist 
and results in the identification of a technology system that can support the communication 
needs of an individual with limited or no verbal speech. A technology system can include 
low to high tech tools, such as a paper board with symbols, a device with a single recorded 
message, a dedicated iPad with a 
communication app, or a computer that is 
controlled via eye gaze. 

Oak Hill: Who could benefit from an 
evaluation? 
Nicole: NEAT has a team of professionals 
who can address the needs of any 
individual.  We collaborate with each 
other as well as with the individual and 
their support family/team to find the best 
solutions.  We work with people of all 
ages and abilities.  This includes infants 
and small children, school-aged children, 
students preparing for transition from high 
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OAK HILL NOW ACCEPTS DONATIONS VIA TEXT MESSAGE! 

Here’s all you have to do… it’s as easy as 1-2-3!

 1.  From your smartphone, text OAKHILL to 243725 (message 
and data rates may apply)

 2.  In moments, you will receive a text message with a link to the 
OneCause donation page—click on the link

 3.  You’ll be taken to a secure donation page where you can 
easily make a one-time donation or just as easily set up 
a recurring donation of any amount to be automatically 
charged to your credit or debit card
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Meyer and Maria Moquet met nearly five decades ago as teenagers at Oak Hill. Today, they attribute their life’s 
happiness and everything they’ve acquired, to their time at Oak Hill. 

Meyer Moquet was left blind in both eyes after suffering from 
Rubella as an infant. Throughout his adolescence, he encountered 
several obstacles as a student in the public school system. His 
teachers told him there was no hope for him. They would even 
bribe him with quarters to make him focus in the classroom. 
After several years of struggling with his forced curriculum, Meyer 
was told he would be leaving elementary school in New Haven, 
Connecticut and heading to a school for blind children called Oak 
Hill School in Hartford. 

“I wanted nothing to do with Oak Hill. I thought it was a reform 
school and had no interest in going somewhere different,” recalls 
Meyer. “I told myself if I had to go, I would insist on being known 
as Oak Hill’s resident bad boy.”

And that he did. For the next year, Meyer did everything in his 
power to go against the grain at Oak Hill. He made loud outbursts 
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school, pre-employed and employed individuals, those who have come into a disability later in life or have short-
term disabilities as well as those who are aging-in-place.

Oak Hill: What is the evaluation process? 
Nicole: The process includes a review of records, an intake form, and conversations with educators or support staff, 
clinicians, family members and the individual.  Environmental observations and direct trials with various technology 
supports further guide the specialist through a feature matching process from which an appropriate AT toolkit or 
AAC system can ultimately be identified.  

Oak Hill: Does NEAT accept insurance to cover the cost of the evaluation process or devices 
recommended? 
Nicole: Currently, NEAT does not accept insurance.  Please reach out to NEAT for more information about funding 
options.  We may be able to guide you through grant opportunities or provide more individualized information 
regarding your specific needs.

Important Note: An AAC evaluation can be utilized to pursue insurance funding for the recommended AAC device.

Oak Hill: What happens after the evaluation has been conducted? 
Nicole: Within 4-6 weeks, the AT specialist will write a thorough report that summarizes the evaluation process, 
describes detailed recommendations, and provides research-based strategies paired with resources to guide the AT/
AAC implementation process.  

Upon request, the AT specialist can be available to report these findings via phone or videoconferencing.

For an additional fee, the NEAT team can provide follow-up trainings or on-going consultations to support the 
individual as well as their family/team in learning how to build capacity around the recommended tools/devices.  It 
is important that the implementation strategies and training sessions are specific to the individual’s needs and not 
just a general overview.  This can help with generalization of the tool/device and is considered best practice. 

Oak Hill: What is the responsibility of the school district regarding AT/AAC? 
Nicole: According to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), school districts must ensure that 
assistive technology devices and services are made available to a child with a disability if required as part of a child’s 
special education and related services, and as stated in the child’s Individualized Education Program (IEP).

If you or someone you know is interested in receiving services from our Assistive Technology team at NEAT, please visit: 
https://assistivetechnology.oakhillct.org/ or call 860.769.7005.
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We would like to thank the following companies for their 
contribution of $2,500 or more in support of Oak Hill’s 
programs and services:

Business/Corporations
Advanced Power Services LLC
B.T. Lindsay & Co., Inc.
Bank of America
The Barnes Group
Berkley Human Services
Comcast
Connecticut Pharmacy/East Rock Pharmacy
Ducci Electrical Contractors
Gaffney, Bennett and Associates, Inc.
Hancock Pharmacy
The Hartford
J.P. Carroll Roofing
Manafort Family Foundation
Manchester Honda
Medline Industries, Inc.
Monaco & Sons Motor Sales, Inc.
Murtha Cullina, LLP
Novus Insight, Inc
PayCom
R. A. Georgetti & Co.
Sanditz Travel
St. Francis Hospital
Total Communications, Inc.
Turnpike Motors Auto Body
USA Hauling & Recycling/Antonacci Family Foundation
Webster Capital Finance
Wentworth, DeAngelis & Kaufman Insurance
Willis Towers Watson

Foundations
AARP Connecticut
Bank of America
The Brian & Marilyn Lindsay Foundation, Inc.
Charles Nelson Robinson Fund
Christopher & Dana Reeve Foundation
Clinton S. Roberts Foundation, Inc.
Consumer Technology Association Foundation
CT Health & Education Facilities Authority
Disabled Sports USA
Dominion Energy Services, Inc.
Ellen Jeanne Goldfarb Memorial Charitable Trust
Ensworth Charitable Foundation
Eugene and Margaret Blackford Memorial Fund
Ezra M. Cutting Trust
The Gibney Family Foundation
Harold and Rebecca H. Gross Foundation
The Hartford
John Scully Foundation
Joseph S. Stackpole Charitable Trust 
The MENTOR Network Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Norma and Natale Sestero Fund at the Hartford 
Foundation for Public Giving
Raymond J. & Elizabeth C. Payne Fund at the Hartford 
Foundation for Public Giving
The Werth Family Foundation
William and Alice Mortensen Foundation
Zachs Family Foundation

Thank You

“Any day that I don’t learn, is a day that I’ve 
wasted. That is my motto, and that is what  
Oak Hill taught me.” – Meyer Moquet

during class and refused to participate. He even played practical jokes 
on his teachers, without the slightest concern of disciplinary action. But 
Meyer had no idea at the time, that Oak Hill would reward him with his 
greatest gifts in life.

“After being at Oak Hill for nearly a year, I realized something,” 
exclaimed Meyer. “The teachers at Oak Hill genuinely wanted the best 
for me. They wanted me to learn and work to the best of my ability. 
My favorite English teacher even explained to me that the reason I have 
trouble reading Braille is not because I am a poor student, but because 
I have desensitized finger tips. The teachers at Oak Hill wanted the very 
best for all of us.”

After this realization, Meyer began to bond with his teachers. He 
started making friends. He joined the Oak Hill wrestling team, and 
even became captain! Meyer started to thoroughly appreciate his time 
at Oak Hill. He had transformed himself from the Oak Hill “bad boy” 
to the self-proclaimed “Mayor of Oak Hill.” And amid this wonderful 
transformation, Meyer made another beautiful discovery, that would 
change his life forever. 

“I encountered a sweet girl named Maria on her first day, and she 
appeared to be lost. And because I now knew and loved Oak Hill so 
much, I offered to be her personal tour guide of the campus as I escorted 
her to her first class,” beamed Meyer. “I heard her voice, and I instantly 
fell in love.” 

As weeks passed, Meyer and Maria became inseparable. Walking one 
another to class and assisting each other with homework. Maria would 
even travel to attend Meyer’s wrestling meets. “I was his number one 
fan,” she cheered. 

“Oak Hill gave us everything we have today. The school provided a 
family environment in which we were able to transform our lives,” 
boasts Maria. “We were given incredible resources and opportunities we 
wouldn’t have had otherwise. We traveled, explored new friendships and 
obtained a degree from an accredited school. And, most importantly, 
people who believed in us!”

The couple married in 1980 at Maria’s family home in Rhode Island. They 
now reside in New Haven where they own and operate a radio station 
called “Serendipity,” which they acquired in 2012. They keep in touch 
with several Oak Hill Alumni and try to make in-person visits with their 
Oak Hill pals as frequently as possible. 

It is because of donors like you, that Oak Hill can offer services and 
programs for children and adults, like Meyer and Maria, to help them find 
fulfillment and success. Thank you for your amazing generosity. 
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Oak Hill’s Center for Relationship and Sexual Education (CRSE) program is focused on providing access to sexual 
health and safe relationship education for individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities. With support 
from The MENTOR Network Foundation, CRSE will create a free online guide to accompany its workbook series on 
safe relationships to help direct support professionals guide adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities as 
they gain the knowledge and resources. 

Aiming to help combat sexual assault against individuals  
with intellectual and developmental disabilities, The MENTOR 
Network Charitable Foundation has awarded a $100,000 grant 
to Oak Hill’s Center for Relationship and Sexuality Education 
(CRSE). 

“We are proud to partner with CRSE and support their innovative 
program to help prevent sexual assault against individuals with 
intellectual and developmental disabilities,” said Bruce Nardella, 
Chairman of The MENTOR Network Charitable Foundation 
and President and CEO of The MENTOR Network. “CRSE has 
developed an impressive and much-needed curriculum to 
support greater understanding of healthy and safe relationships, 
and we are very happy to promote its expansion.” 

Last year, NPR reported that the U.S. Department of Justice statistics show that individuals with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities are sexually assaulted at a rate seven times higher than that for people without disabilities.  

“We are pleased to partner with The MENTOR Network Charitable Foundation to address the epidemic of sexual 
assault faced by individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities.” said Barry M. Simon, President and 
Chief Executive Officer of Oak Hill. “This collaboration will enable us to reach 
thousands and facilitate safe, healthy relationships for this population that 
needs this support the most. This grant from The MENTOR Network Charitable 
Foundation will allow us to significantly expand the reach and, we hope, the 
impact of our educational materials.”

The direct support professional online guide is anticipated to be completed in spring 2021.  
The workbooks, on which the curriculum is based, will be available to the public soon as a free download at  
http://relationshipandsexuality.oakhillct.org/workbooks/.

Oak Hill’s Center for Relationship and Sexual Education (CRSE) and The 
MENTOR Network Charitable Foundation Partner to Help Combat Sexual 
Assault Against Individuals with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities
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Oak Hill Legacy Society
The Oak Hill Legacy Society celebrates donors who have committed to the future of Oak Hill by giving through their wills, trusts, 
life insurance policies, or retirement accounts. These types of planned gifts often allow supporters to make large donations that 
may not otherwise be possible during their lifetimes. In joining the Oak Hill Legacy Society, donors partner in Oak Hill’s life-
affirming mission for generations to come.

“I would be lost without Oak Hill. They have brought me up to be the person I am today.  
I’m a bright and efficient kind of a guy and I have a lot to be proud of.” - Danny Lasko 

Ways to Join

You become a member of the Oak Hill Legacy Society when you indicate in writing that you have made a planned gift to Oak Hill 
through your estate. These gifts can take different forms, including:

• Naming Oak Hill in your estate plan (will or trust)

• Establishing a charitable remainder trust that benefits your family first, and then Oak Hill

• Naming Oak Hill as a full or partial beneficiary of a life insurance policy or retirement plan

If you are not sure which gift type best fits your goals, we can help you create a plan that meets your personal needs. Please 
contact us at 860.769.3854 (860.286.3113 TTY) or email us at Eloise.Mongillo@OakHillCT.org.
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